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Eileen,If the McComb papers are still in the SCIF, the memo referenced at the bottom of this forwarded e-mail 

will contain more information than I will ever be able to actually recall. If the McComb box has been sent to 

NARA already, Steve could either fax the memo to you or Cathy could maybe find it in a file, or Chet could find 

it in my old electronic word processing files. I just got back into Phoenix an hour ago, so that's why I haven't 

responded earlier.P.S. When is the camera crew making their Phoenix stop?To: Cathycc: Jeremy From: Joseph 

Freeman/ARRB Date: 06/15/98 04:50:11 PMSubject: Memos (appendix wannabes) for JeremyA. Two of my 

greatest efforts (!) will probably have to be excluded on the grounds that they are too speculative or not 

directly related to record-seeking or otherwise too sensitive, but let Jeremy be the judge:"Specter/Warren 

Commission Milestones"; May 1, 1996 (last revised Sept. 9, 1996), File 4.0.2 Specter, Arlen."Warren 

Commission/Autopsy Photos"; June 21, 1996 (revised Sept. 9, 1996), File 4.0.2 Specter, Arlen and File 4.0.2 JFK 

MedicalB. Others which may be more germane (if less interesting) follow. I should note that, because I have 

less than total recall and am without access to my old word processing files, it is possible that I will fail to list 

some possible contenders. In some cases, I'll have to just give you rough topics and time-frames because I 

don't have any more information than that. Similarly, had I an opportunity to reread some of what is listed 

below, I might decide it wasn't worth forwarding even to a preliminary list after all, so I could have saved you 

and Jeremy the trouble of processing/eliminating them. Darn this move to Phoenix!"Chain of Custody for 

Bullet Fragments Extracted from Gov. John Connally's Wrist"; April 26, 1996 (revised 9/19/96), File 4.0.2 

Medical Evidence, Connally Bullet FragmentsMemo completed, re: New Orleans/Clay Shaw trial grand jury 

transcripts history/chain of custody. This is a memo I did for Jeremy which, at the time, he indicated would be 

submitted as an affadavit in the Board's court proceeding (I don't know if it in fact was so submitted). This one 

is probably moot given all the subsequent court history on the matter, but I include it just in case. I don't have 

identifying info for it, but Jeremy could probably give you a ballpark date on it pretty quickly, and I presume 

it's in whatever files you have on the case.I did a memo summarizing what I brought back from the McComb 

Papers. I think it was dated 7/29/96, and, while I don't have a file number for it, a copy of it is placed in the 

front of the McComb Papers box in the SCIF, which used to be located in Row 5-A (if it wasn't subsequently 

transferred out to NARA, as it was scheduled to be).I did quite a bit of work following up on some issues 

relating to the HSCA Firearms Panel. I think I did a summary memo on this, though I'm not certain. If I did, it 

should obviously be in the HSCA Firearms Panel file. Kevin knows about this issue.I did a chain of 

custody/summary of existing record memo on President Kennedy's brain which (if I later updated it, which I 
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